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The Old man of The Chairs as a Symbol of Absurdity 
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ABSTRACT 

The Chairs by Eugene Ionesco is a perfect example of what we know as an absurd drama. The 

central figure of The Chairs by Ionesco is an Old man who is ninety-five years old residing at an 

unnamed island with his wife, the old woman. The names are also absurd in nature. He works as 

a multipurpose man but still he does not know anything worthy. The old man is a genuine 

symbol of Absurdity. His actions are absurd, his message seems absurd, and all that he does in 

the play seems absurd. Let us take a look at his character as a symbol of absurdity. 
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“Nothing happens, nobody comes,  

  Nobody goes... It’s awful.” (Waiting for Godot) 

To justify The Absurd Drama, this couplet from Waiting for Godot is more than enough. The 

term Theatre of Absurd is coined by the critic Martin Esslin for the works of numbers of 

playwrights, mostly written around 1960. The term is derived from an essay by the French 

philosopher Albert Camus. The term absurd means: nonsensical, opposed to reasons, something 

silly, foolish, senseless, and ridiculous. Moreover, the absurd play or drama contains the situation 

which has nothing at all productive. Albert Camus, in his Myth of Sisyphus, defines human 

situation as basically meaningless and absurd. He believes that, “Man is an alien in this universe 

and he is sent to a permanent exile”. 

 

The Chairs is an absurdist tragic farce written in 1952. Ionesco was considered as the 

existentialists along with the Jean-Paul Sartre. The central figure of The Chairs by Ionesco is an 

Old man. The old man is ninety five years old and is married to the old woman. He works as a 

multipurpose-man on the anonymous desert island where they reside.  

According to his wife, the Old woman, the old man is an intelligent man and has lots of potential 

but he did not make use of it in his life. However, he has a message for which he had waited 

forty years to reveal to the world. He says, “I have a message, that’s God’s truth, I struggle, a 
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mission, I have something to say, a message to communicate to humanity, to mankind...” (pg 

118-19) 

However, at the end he and his wife have invited many important guests and even hired an orator 

to announce the message. He says he and his wife can die happily now that his message will be 

communicated and he can make his philosophy known to the universe. He says, we shall not be 

forgotten, the eternal Emperor will remember us, always. 

 

The man throws himself out the window with Old woman by saying, “long live the Emperor!” 

(pg 278-79) 

Let us take a look at his role and importance, and existence in the play.  

 

Childish Man 

Even though he is an old man of ninety five years, he often acts childishly. He calls his wife 

mother, and sometimes father also and often weeps like a child and sleeps in his wife’s lap. His 

wife also takes care of him like a child. Thus, it is a proof that he seems to be a childish at times.  

 

An Irresponsible Man 

He appears to have by no means actually taken liability for anything, and continuously charges 

his exhausted being on other people. He criticizes the invisible Emperor: 

“I wanted to climb stairways, they rotted the steps… I fell down… 

 I wanted to travel, they refused me a passport… 

 I wanted to cross the river, they burnt my bridges…” (pg.250) 

 

The old man hires an Orator to relay this profound message. But here we might also ask if the 

Old Man’s dreams would have come true if only he’d taken responsibility for his own actions. 

He doesn’t take responsibility to reveal his message himself. Moreover, as often his wife 

continually reminds her husband that he could have had a better occupation, if he was a bit 

serious. She says,  

“You could have been head president, head king, or even head doctor, or general, if you had 

wanted to” (pg.28) 

 

But failure to do so suggests that he is a man who is not able to take responsibility. This idea of 

personal responsibility is central in the philosophy of Existentialism, which seems to inspire the 

play. 

 

Genuine symbol of Absurdity 

The old man is a genuine symbol of Absurdity. His actions are absurd, his message seems 

absurd, and all that he does in the play seems absurd. Ionesco, through the character of Old man, 
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seems to suggest the very idea of the Theatre of absurd that: “Man is living in this universe with 

no purpose. He is confused, troubled and in clear danger” (Esslin, Theatre of Absurd) 

 

We can compare the character of the old man with this idea as his life does not have any real 

purpose except that so called message. He has not done anything serious throughout his life. 

Moreover, he is confused throughout his life, troubled as well as was in complete danger as he 

finally lost his life, proving this idea of the theatre of Absurd.  

 

Stuck in a repetitive existence 

The Old Man is stuck in a repetitive existence, retelling the same story and performing the same 

imitations day after day. He can barely even move forward his narrative, hardly ever getting past 

“Then at last we arrived”. He appears to be depressed of this when he says to the Old Woman: 

Again?... I’m sick of it ... “Then at last we arrived”?  That again... 

You always ask for the same thing! … (pg.18) 

 

In fact, he is not entirely sure what does come next. Like story, he even does not sure about what 

does come next in his life. The Old man, is such a prisoner of this repetition that he is at times 

childish, disproving his ninety-five years, and calls his wife his mother, and father, at one point. 

He seems to have been bored of this and commits suicide at the end because of this. 

 

Ultimate Looser 

The Old man has not done anything in his entire life but he conveyed the importance of life. 

However, he commits suicide before revealing his message to the world. He throws himself out 

of the window and in fact, with the failure of the Orator, serves nothing to the society. It proves 

him an ultimate looser. 

 

Thus, in conclusion, we may say that the character of the Old man is a genuine representation of 

absurdity and the problem of existence. Man itself is an alien in this universe and that is what 

Ionesco has proved through the character of the Old Man.  
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